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Figure 4.2. Iso-performance and Iso-cost curves resulting from a parametric evaluation of the ILD detector in the
tracker radius-length parameter space. The * corresponds to the large ILD version IDR-L and the diagonal to dimension changes at a constant r/z aspect ratio.
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and low-material vertex detector, as well as a high calorimeter granularity to identify leptons in jets.
Similarly an efficient identification of W, Z and top hadronic decays in a crowdy multijet environment
needs a high jet energy resolution, twice better as currently realized at LHC, as well as an efficient
spatial jet separation. ILD considers that the best concept to meet these requirements altogether
is particle flow, where the charged and neutral particle contents of the jets are measured with the
high performance trackers and the high granularity calorimeters, respectively. Within this scheme
an efficient match between the trackers and the calorimeters requires to set the coil outside of the
calorimeters.
4.2 Optimising ILD
The baseline ILD layout of the DBD [2] had intentionally large dimensions in order to maximize
the tracking performance and the particle flow capabilities of the calorimeters. In the past years a
re-optimization process of the detector global dimensions has been launched to identify an optimal
point in the cost-performance space.
In a first step, a parametric study of the dependence of the cost and performance as function
of the outer radius and length of the main tracker has been performed. The performance indicators
where mainly based on Higgs precision observables and all subdetector costs were rescaled as function
as their overall dimensions. The results of the study are summarized in figure 4.2. They show that
targeting a given cost reduction maintains a higher performance when reducing the radius while
keeping the overall length unchanged, instead of keeping the aspect ratio r/z unchanged.
Based on this study, detector models with different sizes were defined with the following guidelines:
• The number of detector models is limited to 2 to maintain simulations and analyses at a
manageable level.
• One of the models (”IDR-L”) has dimensions similar to those of the DBD model, in order
to have a well understood reference in the studies. The only changes compared to DBD are
associated to the collider parameters evolutions (e.g. the new L* optics, see chapter 3), and to
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7 Physics and Detector Modelling
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Accurate and detailed modelling of the physics interactions as well as the detector response are
crucial for making realistic predictions about the expected physics and detector performance. The
ILD software for detector simulation, reconstruction and analysis is entirely based on the common
linear collider software ecosystem called iLCSoft [102]. It will be described in more detail in the next
sections.
7.1 Modelling of ILC Conditions and Physics Processes
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Large, realistic Monte Carlo samples with the full Standard Model physics (Ecms = 500 GeV) as

well as various BSM scenarios have been created for the purpose of detector optimization and
performance evaluation as presented in chapter 8. The input samples for the full detector simulation
are created with the Whizard [103] event generator. Whizard uses tree-level matrix elements and
loop corrections to generate events with the final state partons and leptons based on a realistic beam
energy spectrum, the so called hard sub-process. The hadronization into the visible final state is
performed with Pythia [104] tuned to describe the LEP data. The beam energy input spectrum is
created with Guinea-Pig [105], a dedicated simulation program for computing beam-beam interactions
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at linear colliders. The two main effects of the strong beam-beam interactions are the energy loss
due to beamstrahlung leading to the available luminosity spectrum (see Fig 3.4) and the creation of

I

incoherent e+ e≠ -pairs that are the source of the dominating background at the ILC. These electrons

and positrons are predominantly created in a forward cone as shown in Fig 7.1. It is this cone that
restricts the minimal allowed radius of the innermost layer of the vertex detector. Another source of
background at the ILC are “ “ æ hadrons events, due to beamstrahlung photons. These type of

to generator based
events are generated for “ “ cms-energies from 300 MeV 2 GeV with a dedicated

f

on [106], whereas for higher energies Pythia is used. For the large Monte Carlo data sets both
backgrounds are overlaid to the actual physics event that is simulated. For the incoherent pairs, only
reconstructable tracks, i.e. those that leave at least three hits in the tracking detectors, are selected.
“ “ æ hadrons events are overlaid according to a Poisson-distribution with a total expectation value
of ⁄ = 1.1, resulting from the four different combinations of the photon virtuality (see table 7.1).
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Table 7.1. Key parameters used in the overlay of “ “ æ hadron background at s = 500 GeV for the four different
a somewhatcombinations of photon virtualities. W denotes a virtual photon and B a real photon.
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Figure 7.1. Cones of incoherent e e -pairs in the ILD detector for Ecms = 250 GeV (a) and Ecms = 500 GeV (b)
as created with GuineaPig . Shown is log pt of the particles, corresponding to the largest radial extend of the helical
trajectory as a function of log ◊. Also shown are the inner detector elements of the ILD detector (horizontal lines
represent barrel elements and diagonal lines represent end-cap elements). All detector layers are well outside of the
background cone, except for the face of the BeamCal.
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7.2 Detector Simulation
The main core software tools in iLCSoft used by ILD are the common event data model and persistency
tool LCIO [107] and the C++ application framework Marlin [108] and the recently added generic
detector description toolkit DD4hep [109, 110]. DD4hep provides a single source of information for
describing the detector geometry, its materials and the readout properties of individual sub detectors.
Various components of DD4hep provide different functionality. Here we use DDG4, the interface
to full simulations with Geant4 [111] and DDRec the specialized view into the geometry needed for
reconstruction.
7.2.1 ILD Simulation Models
For detector optimization studies two ILD simulation models: ILD l5 v02 (large) and ILD
s5 v02
femainde

(small) with the dimensions described in tables 5.1 and 5.2, have been implemented using DD4hep

O

and released in a dedicated software package: lcgeo [112]. Note that for simplicity in the reminder of

q

this document these two simulation models are referred to as IDR-L and IDR-S. A quadrant view of
the large simulation model is shown in Fig. 7.2 together with a plot of simulated hits in the large and
small detector model for comparison. The main difference between the two models are the reduced
radii of the TPC, the barrels of Ecal, Hcal, Yoke and the Coil. All other detector dimensions including
all material thicknesses have not been modified. Considerable effort has been invested into making
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the ILD simulation models as realistic as possible, in particular by
• following the exact dimensions and layout of detector elements from engineering models
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models • implementing correct material properties
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• implementing precise descriptions of the actual detector technology
• adding realistic amounts of dead material from supports and services, such as cables and
cooling pipes
• introducing realistic gaps and imperfections into the subdetectors

Care has been taken to include realistic material estimates in particular in the tracking region where
the material budget has a direct impact on the detector performance. Fig. 7.3-left shows the material
budget in the ILD tracking volume resulting from the individual tracking subdetectors including dead

Figure 7.2. Left: Quadrant view of the (large) ILD simulation model. Not labeled in the figure are the inner silicon
tracking detectors: VXD, SIT and FTD, the outer silicon tracker SET as well as the forward calorimeters LCal,
LHCal and BeamCal. Right: Simulated hits in the large and small ILD simulation models in the rz-view.
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material and services. The spike at the edge of the tracking fiducial volume at ◊ ¥ 5¶ is due to the
shallow crossing of cables routed along the conical part the beam pipe. Fig. 7.3-right shows the
material distribution in the inner tracking region close to the IP.
7.2.2 Hybrid Simulation
In order to be able to study and compare the different calorimeter technologies proposed for ILD (see
chapter 5.2.5) hybrid simulation models have been implemented for the ILD simulation models, where
two different readout technologies are implemented in the gaps of the sandwich absorber structure as

shown in Fig. 7.4 (right). As the calorimeter shower development is almost entirely dominated by the
s isnot
iusfothECHLwhere absorber structure, this approach provides results that are equivalent to the stand alone simulation of
alsositoacertain
and
each individual technology to better than 1%, as shown in Fig. 7.4 (left) for the longitudinal shower
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and the transverse shower profile. With this approach one can simulate a large set of Monte Carlo
events for several calorimeter technologies using only little more CPU time than would be needed for

t issimulated pointing simulating just one technology choice and at the same time one can compare different technologies
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with identical physics events.
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Figure 7.3. Left: Integrated radiation lengths of the tracking detectors in the ILD simulation models. Right: Material scan in inner tracking region of the simulation model (inverse X0 in arbitrary units) showing detector components of the VXD, SIT and FTD as well as dead material from the beam pipe, support structures, cables and
services.
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Figure 7.4
Left: Schematic view of
the hybrid simulation
model for two different
calorimeter technologies using scintillator
and RPCs respectively.
Right: Longitudinal
shower profile for the
individual simulation
of the RPCs (normal)
compared to the hybrid simulation (with
scintillator ).
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7.3 Event Reconstruction
The detailed simulation with Geant4 provides hit objects with the exact amount and position of
energy depositions in individual sensitive detector elements, such as silicon pixels or calorimeter cells.
In the Digitization step all relevant effects from the detector technology and the readout electronics
are applied to the simulated hits.
7.3.1 Digitization
For silicon strip-and pixel detectors as well as the ILD-TPC, the hit positions are smeared according to
resolutions that have been established from test beam campaigns for the different sensor technologies,
thereby including effects from charge sharing, clustering and position reconstruction. Table 7.2 shows
the point resolution parameters used in the current ILD simulation models. In the TPC hit digitization,
Table 7.2. Effective point resolutions as used in the digitization of the ILD tracking detectors. The parameterization
for the TPC takes into account geometric effects due to the direction of the track with respect to the pad row and
has been established from test beam data.
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simulated hits that are closer than the established double-hit resolution of 2 mm in r„ and 5 mm in z
are merged into one. For the silicon detectors this treatment is not necessary, due to the expected low
occupancies. During the calorimeter digitization a two step calibration is applied for every calorimeter
type and sampling structure. In a first step the hits are calibrated to a MIP signal and in a second
step, the total energy is calibrated to an absolute value of the cell energy in GeV. This calibration is
an iterative procedure, based on the application of the full particle flow algorithm to single particle

events with “ and K0 and thereby repeatedly adjusting the calibration constants. For scintillating
calorimeters Birk’s Law, resulting in different light yields for different particles, is already applied
during the simulation. Dedicated digitizers take into account effects of non-uniformity of the light
yield for scintillators as well as cross-talk between neighboring channels.
7.3.2 Track reconstruction
The ILD track reconstruction is described in more detail in [113]. The pattern recognition step is
carried out independently in three regions:
• inner Si-trackers VXD and SIT ( and partly FTD)n

brute-force triplet seeding followed by a road search using extrapolations to the next layer

• forward Si-tracker: FTD

r

a Cellular-Automaton finding many track candidates; reduced to a unique and consistent set
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through the use of a Hopfield Network.
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• the TPC
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topological clustering in the outer TPC pad row layers for seeding, followed by a Kalman-Filter

bakers

based road search inwards
In a final step the track candidates and segments are combined into a unique set and then, after
assignment of left-over hits, a final refit is performed with a Kalman filter. The correct reconstruction
of the kinematics of charged particles requires a sufficiently detailed description of the material the
particles have traversed, in order to correctly account for effects of energy-loss and multiple-scattering
in the fit. The DD4hep component DDRec provides dedicated surface classes for track reconstruction
and fitting. These surface classes provide the geometric information of the corresponding measurement
surfaces as well as material properties, averaged automatically from the detailed model. Surfaces are
also used to account for effects from dead material layers, such as support structures or cables and
services. Fig. 7.5 shows the tracking surfaces used for the inner tracking detectors of ILD.
7.3.3 Particle Flow
After the reconstruction of charged particle tracks the particle flow algorithm (PFA) is applied to
reconstruct particle showers in the calorimeters. PFA aims at reconstructing every individual particle
created in the event in order to take the best available measurement for the given type, i.e.:
• charged particles
using the momentum measured in the tracking detectors with the excellent resolution described
in sec. 8.1
• photons


measured in the Ecal with an energy resolution of ‡(E)/E ≥ 17%/ (E/GeV)

• neutral hadrons


measured predominantly in the Hcal1 with an energy resolution of ‡(E)/E ≥ 50%/ (E/GeV)

The best jet energy measurement in hadronic events would be achieved if the above algorithm
would work perfectly. However in reality there is always confusion in the assignment of individual
CalorimeterHits to Clusters and showers as well as in the assignment of tracks to clusters. The best
PFA implementation to date is PandoraPFA [114], which is available in iLCSoft and used by ILD. The
input to PandoraPFA are the reconstructed tracks, candidates for kinks and V 0s as well as all digitized
calorimeter hits. A number of sophisticated clustering algorithms are the applied in an iterative way,

then
thereby optimizing th track-cluster matching based on the momentum-energy consistency.
1

Figure 7.5
Left: Inner tracking
detectors in the ILD
simulation model.
Right: Surfaces used
for track reconstruction,
attached to the volumes of the simulation
model.
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Monte Carlo Production on the Grid
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After having reconstructed all the individual particles in the event, the next step in the processing is the

reconstruction of primary and secondary vertices. This is carried out in iLCSoft with the LCFIPlus [115]
package. The primary vertex of the event is found in a tear-down procedure taking into account
constraints from the expected beam spot (‡x = 516 nm, ‡y = 7.7 nm, ‡z ≥ 200 µm at

Ecms =

250 GeV). In a second step LCFIPlus tries to identify secondary vertices, applying suitable requirements
for invariant masses, momentum directions and ‰2 s. Secondary vertices and optionally isolated Leptons

can be used by LCFIPlus for jet clustering, aiming at high efficiency for correctly identifying heavy
flavor jets. The actual jet clustering is then performed by using a cone-based clustering with a

library

Durham-like algorithm. Alternatively users can use kT jet clustering algorithms from the Fastjet [116]
M or
that is interfaced to Marlin in a dedicated package MarlinFastJet. LCFIPlus also provides algorithms fromFas
for jet flavor tagging using boosted decision trees (BDTs) based on suitable variables from tracks and
vertices. A palette of additional high level reconstruction algorithms is used for physics analyses:
• particle identification using dE/dx, shower shapes and multi-variate methods
• ““-finders for the identification of ﬁ 0 s and ÷s
• reconstructed particle to Monte-Carlo truth linker for cross checking analysis and reconstruction
efficiencies
• tools for jet clustering using Monte-Carlo truth information
• processors for the computation of various event shapes
7.4 Monte Carlo Production on the Grid
The linear collider community uses the ILCDirac [117] toolkit for large scale Monte Carlo production
on the Grid. ILCDirac is highly configurable and ILD uses a dedicated production chain [118], a
schematic view of which is shown in Fig. 7.6. The Monte Carlo production is split into four main
steps:
• GenSplit
Split generator file to many files with small number of event files so that simulation and
reconstruction jobs complete in adequate CPU time and produce a managable size of output
files. This has the advantage that the same input files can also be used for fast simulation
programs such as SGV [119].
• Simulation
Simulation of the detector response to the generated particles in the events using ddsim, a
python application using the Geant4 gateway DDG4 with the detailed detector simulation
model.
• Reconstruction
Full event reconstruction with the algorithms described in sec. 7.3, writing out detailed REC -files
with all available information, including digitized hits and a much reduced DST -file format.
• Merging of DST files
The rather small DST-files are merged into larger files for easier handling.
In order to investigate the effect reducing the detector dimensions on the physics performance, two
large Monte Carlo data sets for the large and small ILD simulation models have been produced. The
produced data sets correspond roughly to 500 fb≠1 at Ecms = 500 GeV with the exact numbers of
events processed for the different classes shown in table 7.3.
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Table 7.3. Number of Monte Carlo events produced for the different event classes. About same number of events
were produced for the large and the small ILD simulation model. Sum of two models are shown in the table.
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Figure 7.6. Schematic view of the Monte Carlo production system used for ILD.
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